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OPINIONS OF. THE PRESS ON

COLBURN'S UNITED SERVICE MAGAZINE.

" This truly national periodical is always full of the most valuable matter
for professional men. It abounds with excellent articles, the personal

m-^moirs of distinguished officers of both Services, results of valuable
military and naval experience, fragments of interesting travels, and light

tales of adventure, all of which are well blended, and form a most
harmonious cnsemhle."—^forning Herald.

"'Colburn's United Service Magazine' is always a welcome visitor.

Its numbers contain an absolute redundancy of able and important
articles, the value of which is not merely confined to any peculiar distinc-

tive interest that military and naval men may attach to them. Independent
of its attractions to the two Services, there is a mass of sterling reading
which no class of intelligent persons will fail to appreciate."

—

Morning
Post.

"A magazine which is not only an honour to the Services that patronize

it, but also to the literature of the country."

—

Standard.

" To military and naval men, and to that class of readers who hover
on the skirts of the Services, and take a world of pains to inform them-
selves of all the goings on, the modes and fashions, the movements and
adventures connected with ships and barracks, this periodical is indis-

pensable. It is a repertory of facts and criticisms—narratives of past

experience, and fictions that are as good as if they were true—tables and
returns—new inventions and new books bearing upon the army and the

navy—correspondence crowded with intelligence—and sundry unclaimed

matters that lie in close neighbourhood with the professions, and contri-

bute more or less to the stock of general useful information."

—

Atlas.

"The 'United Service Magazine' is an invaluable repository of excel-

lent articles on naval and mihtary warfare, with respect to the science,

the statistics, and the management of the two branches of the Service.

It is, moreover, a most useful chronicler of all current events relating to

our mercantile and national marine, and to every branch of our army,

whether under Government or in the service of the East India Company.
Its attention to colonial affairs and miscellaneous subjects is most
useful."

—

Weekly Dispatch.

" This is one of the most permanently useful of the magazines, con-

taining matter valuable not only to the naval and military reader, but to

the historian and politician. It has, moreover, sketches of manners,

scenery, and adventure, from the pens of some of the most popular

writers of the day. Its digest of news is admirable, its lists of the posts

among which our armies and fleets are divided are of the last utility,

while its amusing and able correspondence is another excellent feature."

—^Brighton Guardian.
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